
MessageSolution, Inc., the pioneer in developing and providing email and instant message archiving, legal search, electronic discovery, and storage management for enterprises to achieve the regulatory compliance, continues its growth momentum in the worldwide market.


“MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archive Suite 5.0 delivers outstanding, robust and superior performance thanks to its unique, yet industry-leading architecture and design,” according to Jeff Liang, CTO of MessageSolution, Inc. “EEA 5.0 empowers the customers with instant access to the extremely large archived data. EEA scales to millions of messages each day and its failsafe architecture supports enterprise customers' 24/7 data availability. In the past years, EEA excellent product performance has been field-proven to be critically important for the enterprise customers that are depending on email systems for their day-to-day operations. In the global arena, MessageSolution continues to be chosen by the enterprise customers worldwide upon the completion of their 'Proof of concept' product evaluation and comparative testing, EEA often stands out for its ease of use and maintain, high flexibility & scalability, as well as its non-rival high speed performance.”

In recent cases, the customer who converted to EEA from other vendor's archiving products, EEA received high regards and praising feedback from these experienced archiving customers. The positive feedback emphasized on EEA's excellent overall performance, ease of use yet feature-rich, fast implementation and high speed search retrieval, along with its outstanding post-installation simple maintenance. Also, EEA significantly reduced the enterprise customers' support calls when compared to their previous experiences with other vendors' archiving solutions. Unlike the archiving products in the market today, MessageSolution EEA requires no SQL or any database software. It eases IT Administrators’ workload and saves organizations resources for SQL database configuration and maintenance that the IT Admin has to do with other vendors’ archiving products. In addition, EEA also offers the Conversion-friendly feature known as "File Converting" tool, a powerful feature that allows the enterprise customer to convert the archived data back to the original pre-archived format, making the move onto another archiving solution with no issues a reality, should such need arises.

Continuing its rapid growth in the North American market, MessageSolution has established its worldwide product channel representations in strategic countries and regions such as Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, and the United Kingdom; in Asia and other major regions MessageSolution’s reach includes Great China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, Australia and South Africa. MessageSolution excels in the Global market with not only the high speed data retrieval capabilities in the Latin based Western languages, but with its accurate and highly flexible capability of supporting Unicode, the character-based and complex foreign languages such as Japanese and Chinese – in both Simplified and Traditional styles. Currently, MessageSolution, Inc. is actively working with international partners to develop its worldwide business presence. Please contact bd@messagesolution.com for more information on the MessageSolution Partner Network Program.

MessageSolution EEA Suite is seamlessly integrated with Outlook and offers transparent email operation to the corporate end-users. EEA fluently supports Exchange 5.5, 2000, 2003 and 2007. In addition to being compatible with all levels of storage devices, MessageSolution EEA Suite Edition powerfully and flexibly supports the IBM Domino email server, and offers the offline archiving feature for the on-the-go business executives and travelers who need to be able to access archived data from their laptop computer anywhere any time. EEA's unique design with its high flexibility commands solid support to Windows/Linux multi-platform operating systems at the direct native level, no windows-to-Linux transcript is required to ensure its virus-clean environment. This allows EEA to natively
support the large array of Linux email server families including Postfix, Scalix, Sendmail, MDaemon, Imail, Qmail, Zimbra, etc.; EEA also bridges the Mac Entourage and meets the graphic design firm's Entourage archiving requirements.

**About MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archiving Suite Edition 5.0:**

By archiving email and attachments from the email server with MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archiving Suite, the industry-leading onsite email archiving software solution, enterprise customers can significantly reduce the cost and complexity of the primary email storage and email application infrastructure while ensuring compliance and immediate access to the email and attachment data from a preferred email client. For the IT Server Administrators, it means no more headache managing PST files for the Exchange nor NSF files needed for Lotus Notes Domino. With less data on the email servers, the server performance is maintained at the optimized level and the corporate messaging systems become highly efficient to manage.

The MessageSolution EEA product family includes two main editions: EEA Suite Edition and EEA Compliance Express Edition. The large size enterprises often select EEA Suite for its comprehensive feature-set, massive scalability, and the seamless integration with MSFT Outlook, Lotus Notes Domino, or its multi-platform compatibility with Windows and native Linux OS support. The medium size companies choose the EEA Express Edition for a sufficient and fast implementable compliance archiving solution with storage optimization functionalities, along with the excellent performance which offers a robust, cost effective, and easy to maintain archiving solution with no database server configuration or maintenance required.

Being the first email archiving system in the market with cross-platform compatibility of Windows and the native Linux OS support, MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archiving Suite continues to be one of the major archiving solutions being selected by the enterprise customers worldwide.

**Main Modules and Features in MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archiving Suite Edition (EEA Suite):**

- EEA Compliance
- EEA Web-Based Search
- EEA StorageVault
- EEA Supervisor
- EEA Web-Based DataDiscovery
- Outlook Integration With Direct Access to the Archive
- Lotus Notes Integration With Direct Access to the Archive
- Exchange OWA and Domino DWA Supports
- Single Instance Attachment Archiving
- In Process Compression and Smart Indexing
- Offline Archiving
- EMC Centera Integration
- Built-in Search Engine, SQL not required
- Native Linux OS Support
- PST File Manager

**Main Modules & Features in MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archiving Express Edition (EEA Express):**

- EEA Compliance
- EEA Web-Based Search
- EEA StorageVault
- EEA Supervisor
- EEA Web-Based DataDiscovery
- Single Instance Attachment Archiving
- In Process Indexing & Compression
- Built-in Search Engine, SQL not required
- PST File Manager

**About MessageSolution, Inc.:**

Based in Silicon Valley, California, MessageSolution is the leading provider in email and instant message archiving, compliance, and content storage management. MessageSolution helps enterprises and government agencies to mitigate
risk, reduce costs, and optimize server performance while complying with legal, regulatory and corporate policy. MessageSolution's technologies enable organizations to capture, preserve and access unstructured emails, attachments, files and other electronic records with no SQL database configuration and maintenance required. MessageSolution's email archiving systems are available as onsite software applications, and include a broad set of professional services and integration support. Since its inception, MessageSolution's products successfully serve a broad range of companies in different industries, including financial, health care, educational, government agencies and non-profit organizations worldwide.

For more detailed information, please visit [http://www.messagesolution.com](http://www.messagesolution.com).
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